Suspensionland
ation, somewhat simplified:

 The client’s Trademark A was suspended for Trademarks B,
C (which actually consisted of six trademark applications
with the same common term), D, E, F and G.

 Trademark B was suspended for Trademarks H, D and G.
 Trademark C was suspended for Trademarks H, B, D and G.
 Trademark D was suspended for Trademark H.
 Trademark E was suspended for trademarks H, B, D, and G.
 Trademark F was an application where the Statement of Use
had not been filed by the deadline, but the PTO had not yet
issued a Notice of Abandonment, which would trigger a twomonth period for curing the missed deadline.
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Recently, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (“PTO”)
suspended a trademark application, and the client wanted to know
how long it would take for his application to come out of suspension.
This wasn’t an idle question–the client needed to decide whether to
invest in package design and launch this trademark or start over trying to find a new one. Here, the suspension was based on a number of
similar (but not identical) trademark applications, and no final refusal
could be entered until all of the cited applications had been registered
or abandoned. Apparently, the PTO needs to have this suspension
procedure so it can enter only one final refusal to register, which then
can be appealed only once. The other option would be for the PTO to
enter a refusal based on the existing registrations, which might be appealed and reversed, only to issue additional refusals when each cited
application registers, resulting in more appeals.
As is turned out, this analysis strained all of the mathematical
skills possessed by a common trademark lawyer. Here was the situ-
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applications—the trademarks differ by one letter) for the
same goods as Trademark A; while this analysis was being
done, both applications registered. Interestingly, Trademark H was owned by our client, but that yielded very few
options—sending cease-and-desist letters to the owners
of Trademarks B-G demanding that they expressly abandon their applications (which was not likely to be effective
with all of them and maybe not with any of them, while putting everyone on notice that our client was aware of their
uses or intended uses) or opposing all of their applications
(enormously costly, potentially not successful, and probably
would extend the suspension period due to the time required
to litigate the oppositions).
Starting with the simplest suspension and working towards the
most complex, the following chain was developed to determine the
position of each application in line, by application date:

POSITION IN LINE
front
to
back

Trademark D was suspended for Trademark H, so H is before D

H–D

Trademark G was suspended for Trademarks H and D

H–D–G

Trademark B was suspended for Trademarks H, D and G

H–D–G–B

Trademark C was suspended for Trademarks H, B, D and G

H–D–G–B–C

Trademark E was suspended for Trademarks H, B, D and G

H – D – G – B – C/E

Trademark A was suspended for Trademarks B, C, D, E, F and G

H – D – G – B – C/E – F – A
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The next step was to assign estimated time periods to each application, consisting of how much time it probably would take for
each application to register or be abandoned once it came out of
suspension. The following time periods were assigned:
Applications that had
since registered:

0 years

Use-Based Applications:

1 year

Intent-To-Use Applications:

4 years, consisting of 1 year
to complete prosecution
and 3 years to use the
trademark

Clearly, this would be a very rough calculation because it did not
take into account the additional time that would be required if, for
example, a final refusal was issued and an appeal filed, or if an application was opposed. On the other hand, the time could be shorter
because some of the intent-to-use applications might resolve in less
than 4 years if the entire 3-year period was not required to use the
trademark and file a Statement of Use.
Assigning the estimated time periods resulted in the following lineup: H(0 years) – D(4 years) – G(4 years) – B(1 year) – C(4
years)/E(4 years) – F(0 years) – A, or 4+4+1+4 years (assuming
both C and E would resolve in the same 4 years), for a total of thirteen years.

13 YEARS?
Consulting with colleagues, thirteen years turned out to be a
reasonable estimate. For example, six years ago, another trademark
applicant was given a suspension estimate of eight years, and now
six years later, all but one prior application has been resolved, so two
more years is not unrealistic and actually may be conservative.
One must wonder what sense there is in a system that would suspend any application of any type for eight years or thirteen years,
and further wonder just how many suspended trademark applications there are in the PTO. How does an applicant with a suspended application decide whether to commence using the trademark?
Worse, what happens to the small business owner who has been using his trademark for many years and now must wait for an extended period of time before he learns whether he can get a trademark
registration? In the above example, pity poor Trademark B, fourth
in line with a use-based trademark application! How can this be the
system by which it is determined whether someone can register a
trademark that has been in use in commerce for a significant period
of time?
Given that the PTO is the arm of the government that grants
monopolies, this would appear to be an untenable situation and
an unforeseen consequence of the intent-to-use system adopted
in 1989, which gave applicants three years in which to use their
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intended trademarks after their applications were approved by the
PTO and survived the opposition period.1 Now that three-year period doesn’t commence until a suspended application comes out of
suspension, gets reviewed and approved by the PTO, survives the
opposition period, and receives a Notice of Allowance.2 Also, this
exercise illustrates the overwhelming importance of filing a trademark application as soon as possible, because these suspensions are
based upon who has the earlier application filing date. Were these
suspensions to be reordered by who has the earlier first use date,
it would present an entirely different situation, and yet under the
common law, the first person to use a trademark is supposedly the
owner of the trademark. Meanwhile, the number of suspended
trademark applications in my docket is growing and these clients
are frustrated because it is not possible to advise a client on its best
course of action after receiving a Notice of Suspension (other than
to pick another trademark, which generally makes clients angry).
Should the small business owner just slink away and hope that
all of the cited applications will die so he eventually can register the
trademark he has been using for the last 30 years? Will he spend
years defending his long-term trademark use? Can he safely expand
the use of his trademark into additional locations or franchise or license the trademark? While his trademark application is in suspension, the answers are all speculative. Of course, the small business
owner can brainstorm and try to find a new trademark and search
and attempt to register it, but is that fair? Is it right that he stands
behind an intent-to-use applicant who happened to file his application one day earlier? Should he have to spend a small fortune on
opposition or cancellation proceedings against everyone ahead of
him in line?
This wasn’t always the way that the U.S. registered trademarks.
Prior to 1989, a trademark application could be filed only after the
trademark actually had been used in commerce that Congress can
regulate. But then Mrs. Fields spoke to a congressional committee
and described her frustration in having to select a potential trademark, search the potential trademark, use the trademark in interstate commerce, file a trademark application, wait for the PTO to
examine it, survive the opposition period, and finally get a registration–at best, a couple years after selecting the potential trademark.
If anything went wrong, the trademark would have to be abandoned and the whole process started again. True, the old use-based
system created potential issues for someone selecting a new trademark. But were they really so bad? Was Ms. Fields in actual danger
of losing her trademark? But now the system is all jumbled up, with
intent-to-use filers ahead of use-based filers. So the reality is that
the U.S. had a system where an owner built a brand and protected
it with a trademark registration, and in 1989 tacked on a process
whereby the owner could secure the trademark first and build the
brand later, and then put all trademark applicants in line based on
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their application filing dates. If there is any moral to this story, it is
that trademarks now are mainly about being the first to file your
paperwork. 
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Endnotes
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